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Learning Spark Analytics With Spark Framework This book is an exploration of the Spark
framework. The book begins by explaining what Spark is, including the people behind its
development, as well as when it was developed. You will also learn where the framework is used.
The Spark shell is very important when it comes to performing some computations with the
framework. This has been explored in detail, and you will be taught how to use it for the purpose of
performing an interactive analysis. Batch processing, which is very essential has also been
discussed, with no detail being left out. The book will also guide you on how to use Spark on EC2.
Most of the computations which can be performed under this scenario have been explored, and you
will learn how to perform them. The GCE for Google and Spark have also been explored in detail.
You will learn how to set up this and then perform the necessary computations. The stand-alone
cluster for Spark is discussed in detail. The process of streaming in Spark is also been explained.
You will be in a position to use Spark for creating streaming programs in the various programming
languages. Here is a preview of what you'll learn: Definition Spark Shell for Interactive Analysis
Batch Processing in Spark Spark on EC2 Spark on GCE Spark and Stand-Alone Clusters
Streaming in SparkDownload your copy of " Learning SPARK " by scrolling up and clicking "Buy
Now With 1-Click" button.
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I found this book to be very useful. I am learning Spark by myself and it is rather challenging, but I
won't give up. This guide is great for a beginner like me, I can follow it and I have a sense of
progress. Examples are clear and understandable, I like the way it is presented. The only thing I
think can be improved is the size of the book. I think it can be a bit broader and cover more info, but
that is a nitpick. I recommend it for every Spark enthusiast.

I am so thankful to this book. Using Spark to speed up the processing of analytic applications is
made so much easier with all the templates shared in the book. With the detailed instructions, I
would know exactly what lines to copy and paste. This definitely saves me so much time. I like it that
Spark supports a wide range of flatforms, like Java, Python, Scala...Useful book!

Wow amazing book that teaches the readers about spark, in fact this is the first time I read and
learn sparks. Joseph Moore is good in imparting his expertise to all of us, simple but fantastic. The
readers will always look a book that can simply understand and follow and I think this is it.

I've always got a huge list of things I "need to get to" to and Spark has been on that list for a very
long time. This was a great intro and wonderful summary. A great first step.The book is well
structured and will be useful for understanding the basic principles of developing with Play
Framework. You start learning from very simple example, and chapter after chapter you are more
familiar with many aspects of Play. Its great book for beginners

I find this book a good starting point to learn Spark. The author's approach to make an organized
presentation over the system is very knowledgeable and useful and provided domain specific,
detailed examples. And yes, I would recommend this to a friend.

I am still a student of the Spark and I think this book is quite helpful for a beginner like me. This
book is really well-written and well explained. The author has described everything in a quite simple
way to educate its reader. The commands are explained very impressively. The images are added
to make this book more effective. I suggest this book to all spark learners.

When I saw this book I really got curious that is why I decided to purchase it. At first I had no idea
what spark is about and how it works but now I somewhat know enough. The book needs
improvements because some chapters are a bit boring and there are typo errors. I believe this book
will be useful for those people who are more on the analytical thinking.
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